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Preface

This volume includes the published papers of Tokenomics 2020, the second edition of the International Conference on Blockchain Economics, Security and Protocols.

Tokenomics is an international forum for theory, design, analysis, implementation and applications of blockchains and smart contracts. The goal of the conference is to bring together economists, computer science researchers and practitioners working on blockchains in a unique program featuring outstanding invited talks and academic presentations.

The conference was initially planned on May 11th and 12th, 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it eventually took place on October 26th and 27th of the same year at Toulouse School of Economics (TSE) in an hybrid format with some of the speakers and moderators presenting in front of an audience in TSE new buidling and the other conference participants joining through videoconferencing.

For this second edition, there were 45 papers submitted: 12 papers in computer science (11 as regular papers and 1 as a short paper) and 32 papers in economics. The economics program committee selected 14 papers for presentation at the conference. The computer science program committee selected 6 regular papers for presentation at the conference and publication in this volume. Additionally, 4 submissions were accepted as short papers, for presentation at the conference and publication in this volume.

In addition to accepted papers, we had the pleasure to welcome four distinguished invited keynote speakers:

- Ittai Abraham, senior researcher at vmware research. Abraham discussed the use of game theoretical tools into computer science to model blockchains and cryptocurrencies
- Long Chen, Secretary-General of the Luohan Academy, an open research institute initiated by Alibaba, and former Chief Strategy Officer at Ant Financial. Chen gave an overview of the ongoing changes in financial services driven by progresses in information technologies.
- Jean Tirole, Researcher at TSE and 2014 laureate of the Sveriges Riksbank prize in economic sciences in memory of Alfred Nobel. Tirole discussed the challenges faced by cryptocurrencies using the framework of economic theory.
- Timothy Zakian, Software Engineer, Novi, Facebook. Zakian presented Move, the programming language developed to implement transactions and smart contracts on the Libra blockchain.

Together with the computer science contributions gathered in these proceedings, the papers presented in the economics track tackled a wide range of issues reflecting the vitality of the research on blockchains and cryptocurrencies in economics. This growing interest reflects the current and potential impact of blockchain-based applications for consumers, businesses and governments. It also captures a fundamental feature of blockchains: implementing a distributed consensus is as much an incentive problem as it is a technological challenge.

A first subset of these papers focuses on the functioning of the blockchain itself. In keeping with an earlier stream of papers in computer sciences and economics, Ebrahimi, Routledge and Zetlin-Jones (“Getting Blockchain Incentives Right”) use game theory to analyze miners’ equilibrium strategies under proof of work and the possibility they may fail to ensure consensus. Amoussou-Guenou, Blais, Potop-Butucaru and Tucci-Piergiovanni (“Rational vs Byzantine Players in Consensus-based Blockchains”) use a similar game-theoretic toolbox to analyze the strategies of committee members in a Byzantine Fault Tolerant blockchain. Garatt and van Oordt (“Why Fixed Costs Matter for Proof-of-Work Based Cryptocurrencies”) show how miners’ cost structure, notably the existence of sunk equipment costs, affect their
incentives to deploy hashpower in response to the cryptocurrency price movements. Finally, Hinzen, John and Saleh ("Bitcoin’s Fatal Flaw: The Limited Adoption Problem") model how the information time lags inherent to fully distributed consensus create a hard technical constraint on the throughput of permissionless blockchains.

A second set of papers adopts an industrial organization approach to understand the distinctive features of blockchain-powered businesses. Lyandres ("Product Market Competition with Crypto Tokens and Smart Contracts") shows how native tokens and smart contracts alter the nature of the competition between an incumbent firm and a potential entrant. Cong, He and Wang ("Token-Based Platform Finance") combine the industrial organization angle with corporate finance implications: they evaluate the dual role of tokens as influencing users’ adoption of a platform, and as providing entrepreneurs with a source of funding. Finally, Bakos and Halaburda ("When Do Smart Contracts and IoT Improve Efficiency? Automated Execution vs. Increased Information") draw on contract theory to clarify the capabilities of smart contracts. In particular, they distinguish between two features of smart contracts, the expansion of the contracting space thanks to IoT sensors and the automatization of the contract execution.

Last, a third set of papers approaches tokens from an asset pricing side. Pratt, Danos and Marcassa ("Reversible and Composable Financial Contracts") show how the value of utility tokens can be derived from users’ benefits from immediately accessing the services of a platform. Dai, Jiang, Kou and Qin ("From Hotelling to Nakamoto: The Economic Meaning of Bitcoin Mining") propose a model that relates Bitcoin prices to miners’ decisions to warehouse or sell the bitcoins they earn by confirming blocks. This model delivers quantitative predictions and is calibrated to the data. Shams ("The Structure of Cryptocurrency Returns") studies the comovement of multiple cryptocurrency prices and empirically connects high correlations to common demand factors. Finally, Benigno, Schilling and Uhlig ("Cryptocurrencies, Currency Competition, and the Impossible Trinity") study the implications of the adoption of a global cryptocurrency for monetary policies and exchange rates between fiat moneys.

Overall, the breadth of the topics explored by the participants to this conference illustrates the fruitful interaction between computer science and economics for understanding the implications of blockchain-based solutions. It also suggests much more ground to cover and we hope this conference will further stimulate research in this area.

We thank the authors for submitting their work at the conference and the program committee who worked hard in reviewing papers and giving feedback to the authors.
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